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NEW | Snowman 
Gathering Kit   
KQ Exclusive!
Happiness is a snowman 
at Christmastime. Kit for 
the appliqued, pieced and 
embroidered quilt has 
directions by Deb Grogan 
of the Quilt Factory and 
fabrics for the top and 
binding, including 
flannels and regular 
cottons. Throw 48" x 57".
Kit #1007067  $79.99 
Pattern only  
#1007069  $18.00

Solid backing, 3¼ yards, 
#1007068  $24.99

America’s Favorite Quilt Shop Est. 1986
Holiday Update 2016

30 Years!

Celebrating

see our  
end-of-year 

clearance  
sale starting  
on page 60.

FREE  
SHIPPING  

on all orders of 
$100 or more!  

Standard Ground Shipping  
within the contiguous  

United States only.
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bringing 
home  

the tree

Copyright 2016 Keepsake Quilting, Inc. All rights reserved.

NEW | Vintage Tree Farm Kit
Hop into the old truck, and travel back 
to Christmases past. Kit has template-
piecing and fusible applique directions 
by Stacy West of Buttermilk Basin, and 
fabrics for the top and binding, 
including flannels and wools for the 
appliques and Diamond Textiles’ 
traditional cottons for the piecing. Throw 38" x 46".
Kit #1007105  $69.99 
Pattern only #1007107  $9.00

ON THE COVER:  
NEW | Bringing Home the Tree 
Block of the Month
Stitch the old-fashioned joy of the holidays 
into this charming pieced and blanket-
stitch-appliqued quilt that’s made over a 
period of seven months. Each month you’ll 
receive directions by Stacy West of 
Buttermilk Basin, Thangles™ paper 
templates for half-square triangles, 
buttons, and fabrics for a section of the 
quilt top, including prints and wovens 
from Diamond Textiles and wool for the 
appliques. Throw 43" x 51". We’ll charge 
your credit card when each block is sent.
Block of the month #1007103  $32.99 per 
month, $3.99 shipping per month

Homespun backing,  
1½ yards, #1007106  $12.99

Homespun backing, 3 yards, 
#1007104  $29.99

Holiday Traditions Medley™
Put a retro spin on your holiday decor. The six-piece 
Medley includes a 23" x 44" panel with six blocks 10" x 
10" and five fat-quarter coordinates with trucks up to 4" 
across. Designed by Jan Shade Beach for Henry Glass.
Medley™ #1006203  $22.99 
Yardage #1006203 plus letter  $10.80 per yard 
Panel #1006202  $8.99

Fabric Medley

Y
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’Tis the Season 
Stocking Kit  

QK
Great for gift giving. 
These 20"-long stockings 
are made from a printed 
panel. Kit for two 
stockings has directions, 
lining fabric and panel 
from Jan Shade Beach’s 
Holiday Traditions line for 
Henry Glass.  
Kit #1006205  $24.99

Snow Globe Village Block of the Month Kit
Get this adorable pieced and fusible-appliqued block-of-the-
month project all at once, so you can work at your own pace. Kit 
includes six patterns by Arlene Stamper and Melissa Harris of the 
Quilt Company, Maywood Studio’s Songbird Christmas fabrics for 
the top and binding, accessory fabric pack, and a button pack. 
Throw/wall size 54" x 66".
Kit #1006620  $199.99

Backing, 3½ yards,  
#1006621  $39.99
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NEW | Victorian Romance Kit
Decorate for the holidays and throughout the year with this not-necessarily-
Christmas quilt. Kit includes piecing and applique directions by Jan Douglas 
for three quilt sizes, and fabrics from Maywood Studio’s Poppies line by Rachel 
Shelburne for the top and binding of the size shown, queen 92" x 100".
Kit #1007011  $199.99 
Pattern only #1007013  $17.00

Backing, 8¾ yards,  
#1007012  $109.99

Poinsettia 
Pavilion Kit   
KQ Exclusive!
Traditional red and green 

is sprinkled with glittering gold. Kit has piecing 
directions and gold-etched fabrics for the top 
and binding from the Holiday Flourish 9 line 
by Robert Kaufman Fabrics. Twin 71" x 83".
Kit #1006224  $129.99

Gold-etched backing,  
5¼ yards, #1006225  $69.99

Holiday Twitter Table 
Runner Kit  QK  
Let the birds of winter alight on 
your tabletop. Kit has Jan Douglas’s 
piecing directions for place mats and 
a runner, and fabrics from Maywood’s 
Songbird line for the top, backing 
and binding of the 42" x 20" runner.
Kit #1006634  $69.99 
Pattern only #1006635  $10.00

Winter’s 
Song Kit  

QK  
Just a bit 
of applique 
showcases 
the center 
square in this 
mostly pieced 
quilt by Jan 
Douglas. 
Kit has 
directions and 
fabrics from 
Maywood’s 
Songbird line 
for the top and binding. Throw 
49" x 49".
Kit #1006636  $74.99 
Pattern only #1006638  $11.00

Backing, 3¼ yards, 
#1006637  $39.99

deck  
the halls

Hoffman Holiday Collection
Be assured of the most elegant of holiday decor using these gold-etched 
prints with cardinals up to 3" across. Charm collection has two of each fabric.
Fat quarters, 12 pieces, #1006167  $36.99 
5" charm pack, 24 pieces, #1006168  $8.99 
2½" x 44" strips, 12 pieces, #1006169  $12.99 
10" squares, 12 pieces, #1006170  $12.99 
Yardage #1006167 plus letter  $11.28 per yard

BA C D E F G H J K L M
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D. Quilt Shop Cuckoo Clock 
Designed by Jodie Davis   
KQ Exclusive!
What a unique gift! It’s an authentic 
cuckoo clock hand made in Germany’s 
Black Forest and designed by Jodie Davis 
especially for quilters. When the cuckoo 
coos on the hour and half hour, the quilter 
moves her arm to rotary cut her fabric, the 
chimney sweep pops out of the chimney, 
and the cat jumps up and down on the 
fabric bolts. Brass one-day movement. 
Clock (minus pendulum) measures 10" x 
12" x 6½" deep. (Cannot be sent to a PO 
box or by expedited shipping.) 
#1002458  $395.00 plus $15.00  
added shipping

E. AURIfil™ Thread Collections
Have a thread color for every project. 
These 50-weight/2-ply cotton 
threads for piecing, applique 
and machine quilting come 
in collections of twelve 
1422-yard spools in snap-
closure plastic cases.  
From Italy. 
Rainbow of Colors  
#9178  $129.99 
Variegated Colors 
#1000416  $129.99

A. Mighty Bright® Brooklyn 
LED Task Light
It’s thin, streamlined and modern. The 
energy-efficient light, which never needs 
a replacement bulb, has a revolutionary 
LED panel with even, soft light. It’s touch-
activated, has an adjustable dimmer, two 
USB ports, and a device holder for phones 
and tablets. Aluminum and plastic, 19" high. 
Specify black slate or aluminum white. 
(Phone not included.)
#1000398  $159.99

B. Sew Steady® Wish Table
The 22½" x 25½" acrylic extension table 
has adjustable legs, a grid, a drawer tray 
and a lock to secure table to machine, 
and a circle sewing tool. It comes with 
a free 26" x 25" x 1½"-deep padded, 
zippered, nylon travel bag with an outside 
zippered pocket and an inside pocket. 
For table, include machine make and 
model. (Cannot be shipped outside the 
contiguous U.S. or via UPS 2nd Day Air®.)
Table #9159  a $248.00 value for $199.99  
plus $5.00 added shipping 
Polish kit #8349  $9.99

Free 
Travel 

Bag 
worth 

$49.00!

C. 2016 Collection of 4" Squares
Remember the year 2016 in fabric! You’ll 
likely never see these fabrics again, so 
treat yourself to this collection of 2,016 
different fabrics. You’ll have enough for 
two king-size quilt tops. Don’t wait! There 
are only 85 collections available. 
#1007112  $249.99

A

B

C

a quilter’s wish list
Make dreams come true.

To Amount $

From

Certificate # Order #

To Amount $

From

Certificate # Order #

To Amount $

From

Certificate # Order #

A  gift for you

A  gift for you

A  gift for you

Rudolph 100.00
   Santa
          630477 918736

Keepsake Quilting™  
Gift Certificate
Surprise a friend with a Keepsake 
Quilting gift certifi cate. They’re 
available in denominations of $10 or 
more. Order item #9821, indicating 
the amount and the recipient’s name.

Rainbow of Colors

KQ Exclusive!  Variegated Colors

E

D

D

Watch It Work! 
See the video at

KeepsakeQuilting.com
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winter 
blues

NEW | Snow Birds Kit
Sweet birds brighten the 
coldest of winter days. 
Kit includes fusible-
applique directions 
by Sue Pritt of Sweet 
Season Quilts, and 
fabrics, including batiks, 
for the top and binding. 
Wall size 35" x 37".
Kit #1002805  $79.99 
Pattern only #1002807  $20.00

NEW | Winter Blues Kit
Sure to be a favorite with the guys, this quilt is both classic and 
cozy. Kit has Heidi Pridemore’s piecing directions, and flannels from 
Marcus’s Primo Plaids line for the top and binding. Queen 94" x 94".
Kit #1007085  $129.99

You Melt My Heart Kit
Let this frosty twosome lend warmth to your 
holiday decorating. Kit includes piecing and 
fusible-applique directions by Darci Schipnewski 
of Shades of the Past Quilt Shop, and flannels 
from Marcus Fabrics’ Primo Plaids flannel line for 
the top and binding. Throw 47" x 57".
Kit #1006646  $59.99 
Pattern only #1006648  $9.00

Flannel backing, 3¼ yards, 
#1006647  $34.99

Backing, 1¼ yards, 
#1002806  $14.99

NEW | Winter’s 
Eve Kit
Let an old-

fashioned village scene set the nostalgic mood. 
Kit has piecing directions, and fabrics for the top 
and binding from John Sloane’s Winter’s Eve 
collection for Wilmington Prints. Throw 48" x 63".
Kit #1006703  $89.99

Backing, 3¼ yards, 
#1006704  $39.99

Flannel backing, 8½ yards, 
#1007086  $84.99
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holiday 
quick 
gifts

NEW | A. Cardinal 
Winter Kit  QK  
Sweet birds and their mates 
line up in tree formation for 
the holidays. Kit includes 
directions, printed panel by 
Springs, backing and batting. 
26" x 40".  
Kit #1006252  $29.99

NEW | Home for 
the Holiday Advent 
Calendar Kit  QK
Tuck sewing treats for your 
friends in the pockets of this cheery 
Advent calendar, or move the star from 
pocket to pocket to count the days for 
the little ones in your life. Kit has piecing 
and fusible-applique directions, and 
fabrics for the top, backing and binding, 
including precut appliques. Wall Quilt 
26" x 26". Designed by Jean Nolte.
Kit #1007070  $59.99

Holiday Get-Together Collections
Get lots of glitter and festive color with the 
gold-etched prints in these 12-piece fat-quarter 
and half-yard collections with Christmas balls up 
to 2". Get all 36 fabrics in the die-cut collections. 

A B C D E F G H J K L M

A B C D E F G H J K L M

A B C D E F G H J K L M

Red: 
Fat quarters #1006416  $34.99 
1/2 yards #1006417  $69.99 
Yardage #1006416 plus letter   
$10.72 per yard

Green: 
Fat quarters #1006418  $34.99 
1/2 yards #1006419  $69.99 
Yardage #1006418 plus letter   
$10.72 per yard

Cream: 
Fat quarters #1006420  $34.99 
1/2 yards #1006421  $69.99 
Yardage #1006420 plus letter   
$10.72 per yard

C. Blessed Birth Kit  
QK

Bathed in starlight, this Nativity 
scene captures the wonder 
of the Holy Night. Kit has 
directions, printed panel by 
Springs, backing and batting. 
Wall size 26" x 39".
Kit #1006249  $29.99

D. Winter Still Kit  
QK

Crimson berries and cardinals 
add a spark of color to this 
horse-lover’s quilt. Kit includes 
directions, printed panel by 
Springs, backing and batting. 
26" x 40".
Kit #1006251  $29.99

Backing included  
with kit Backing included  

with kit

B. Alpine Holiday Kit  
QK  

Red-nosed reindeer are a 
happy symbol of the holidays. 
Kit has directions, printed panel 
from Wilmington Prints’ Alpine 
Holiday line, backing and 
batting. Wall size 22" x 42".
Kit #1006705  $24.99

Backing included 
with kit

Backing included  
with kit

A

C D

B

Precut  
fusible-backed 

shapes!

Die-Cut Collections  
(36 pieces each): 
5" charm pack #1006422  $10.99 
2½" x 44" strips #1006423  $36.99 
10" squares #1006424  $36.99 

Quick Kits
Have we got the kits for you! 
When you see the QK   
symbol, you’ll know that 
everything needed for the 
tops and bindings (and 
sometimes even batting 
and backing) are included. 
Best yet, the projects can 
be done in an afternoon or 
a weekend or two!

Visit KeepsakeQuilting.com 
for other great Quick Kits!
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Over and Down 
Under Kit  
BEST SELLER!
Achieve great visual 
effects by piecing 2½" flannel strips. 
Kit has Bonnie Sullivan’s directions and 
her Maywood Studio Woolies Flannel 
fabrics, including precut strips, for the 
top and binding. Throw 56" x 56".
Kit #1006549  $89.99 
Pattern only #1006551  $9.00

Flannel backing, 3¾ yards, 
#1006550  $49.99

Precut  
2½" strips!

Bertie’s Summer  
Block of the Month
Sweet birds delight in the joys 
of summer. Each month, for 
four months, you’ll receive 
fusible-applique and embroidery 
directions by Bonnie Sullivan of 
All Through the Night and her 
flannels by Maywood for a section 
of the quilt. Wall size 28" x 34". 
We’ll charge your credit card 
when each block is sent.
Block of the month #1006671   
$29.99 per month, $3.99 shipping  
per month

Flannel backing, 1 yard, 
#1006734  $13.99

cozy 
flannel

NEW | Romantic 
Afternoon Flannel 
Kit  KQ Exclusive!
Decorating for beauty and 
comfort is so easy with 
this pretty quilt. Kit has piecing directions and 
flannels by Lisa Audit for Wilmington Prints for 
the top and binding. Throw 60" x 76".
Kit #1007049  $119.99

Espresso Road Kit
Get the look of a Log Cabin Barn Raising quilt with 
easy piecing. Kit has directions by Bonnie Sullivan of All 
Through the Night, and her flannels by Maywood for the 
top and binding. Throw 64" x 64".
Kit #1006656  $119.99 
Pattern only #1006670  $9.00

Flannel backing, 4 yards, 
#1006669  $54.99

Backing, 4 yards,  
#1007050  $49.99
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perfectly 
pieced

NEW | Winter 
Wind Kit
Great dimension 
is achieved with 
Pinwheel blocks in 
Log Cabin settings. 
Kit has piecing 
directions and 
fabrics for the top 
and binding from 
Quilting Treasures’ 
Antiquities Canterbury line. Quilt, designed by 
Wendy Sheppard, comes to us from our friends 
at McCall’s Quilting. Throw 56" x 67".
Kit #1006848  $89.99

NEW | Banyan Table Runner Kit
Here’s a stunner for your dining-room table! Kit, designed 
by Jinny Beyer, includes foundation-piecing directions, 
foundations to copy, and fabrics from Jinny’s Malam Batiks 
line by RJR for the top, binding and backing. 13" x 68".
Kit #1007020  $99.99 
Pattern only #1007021  $10.00

NEW | Sparklers 
Kit
Get the pointiest 
points imaginable 
using foundation 
piecing. Kit, 
designed by Jinny Beyer, includes foundations to copy, directions and 
fabrics for the top and binding from Jinny’s Malam Batiks and Border 
Basics collections. Twin 74" x 83".
Kit #1007022  $239.99 
Pattern only #1007024  $12.00

NEW |  Butter Side Up Kit
Experience the charm of a subtle color palette. Kit has 
Lynette Anderson’s piecing directions and fabrics for 
the top and binding from her Bread & Butter fabric 
line for RJR. Twin 65" x 80".
Kit #1007071  $169.99 
Pattern only #1007073  $13.50

Backing, 5 yards,  
#1007072  $49.99

Backing, 3⅞ yards, 
#1006849  $49.99

Batik backing, 6 yards,  
#1007023  $74.99

Backing included 
with kit
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Our Hearts Will Go On Kit  BEST SELLER!
Choose the ultimate fabrics for the Storm-at-Sea design. Kit has Karen Bialik’s piecing directions for two 
sizes, and Timeless Treasures’ Tonga Lagoon batiks for the top and binding of the larger size shown, queen 
85" x 100".
Kit #1001900  $169.99 Pattern only #1001902  $10.00

Batik backing, 7¾ yards, 
#1001901  $104.99

NEW  
Radiance Kit   
KQ Exclusive!
Elicit oohs 
and aahs from 
admiring fans! 
Kit has piecing 
directions 
by Christine 
Stainbrook of 
Project House 
360, and RJR 
Malam Batiks 
by Jinny Beyer 
for the top and 
binding. Queen 
90" x 90".
Kit  
#1007017  $219.99 
Pattern only 
#1007019  $10.00

NEW | Tranquility Kit
Create a medallion quilt with 
appliqued scallops in beautiful 
shades of blue. Kit has piecing 
directions by Jan Douglas, and 
batiks for the top and binding 
from Anthology Fabrics. Throw 
69" x 69".
Kit #1007058  $139.99 
Pattern only #1007060  $12.99

Batik backing, 4½ yards, 
#1007059  $54.99

Batik backing, 7⅞ yards, 
#1007065  $99.99

NEW | Ocean Waves Kit  KQ Exclusive!
Imagine drifting off to sleep hearing the soothing sound of the 
waves. Kit has piecing directions by Deb Grogan of the Quilt 
Factory, and Tonga batiks for the top and binding. Full 84" x 102".
Kit #1007064  $149.99 
Pattern only #1007066  $9.00

sea of tranquility

Batik backing, 8½ yards,  
#1007018  $104.99
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Dance of the Dragonfly Kit  BEST SELLER!
Iridescent dragonflies are breathtaking against a luminous color-shaded 
background. Kit has JoAnn Hoffman’s fusible-applique directions, and 
fabrics, including batiks, for the top and binding. 40" x 40".
Kit #1006824  $114.99 
Pattern only #1006826  $20.00

NEW | Tide Pools Kit  
KQ Exclusive!
Let vibrant color take center 
stage in this quilt done in 
McKenna Ryan’s Tigerfish 
batik line for Robert 
Kaufman Fabrics. Kit has 
piecing directions by Elise 
Lea and fabrics for top and 
binding. Throw 60" x 72".
Kit #1006991  $169.99

NEW | Tide Pools Table Runner Kit   
PRECUT 5" SQUARES!  KQ Exclusive!  QK  
Cut 5" charm squares into rectangles to piece this quick runner.  
Kit has directions by Elise Lea and batik fabrics, including precut 
squares, from McKenna Ryan’s Tigerfish collection from 
Robert Kaufman Fabrics for the top, binding and 
backing. 18" x 39".
Kit #1006993  $44.99

Batik backing, 4 yards, 
#1006992  $54.99

Bali solid backing, 2½ yards, 
#1006825  $29.99 

batiks of bliss
NEW | Tigerfish Camden Bowls PatternPlus™
Zigzag together fabric-covered fusible-batting strips for the sides of 
these bowls. PatternPlus for a set of three (9" x 6", 11" x 7" and 13" x 
9") has directions by Carol McLeod of Aunties Two, plus buttons, and 
fabrics from Robert Kaufman Fabrics’ Tigerfish batik line by McKenna 
Ryan. We offer Peltex 72F, a stiff double-sided fusible interfacing for 
the bottoms; and Duet Fuse II, precut double-sided fusible batting 
(one roll per size).
PatternPlus™ #1007113  $99.99 
Pattern only #1006962  $9.00 
Peltex 72F, 20" x 36", #1006732  $12.99 
Duet-Fuse II, 2¼" x 20-yard roll, #1006881  $18.99

Batik backing  
included with kit
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beautiful batiks

NEW | Celestial Stars Block of the Month
Become a foundation piecing star! Each month, for 13 months, you’ll 
receive directions and foundation papers by Linda McGibbon of Lakeview 
Quilting, and batiks from Anthology Fabrics for a section of the quilt top. 
Throw 59" x 75". We’ll charge your credit card when each block is sent.
Block of the month #1007115  $24.99 per month, $3.99 shipping  
per month

Batik backing, 4⅔ yards, 
#1007116  $59.99

High Garden 
Kit
“Paint” a colorwash 
garden in fabric 
using precut 2½ 
strips from RJR’s 
Flaurie & Finch’s 
Blossom Batiks 
line. Kit has piecing 
directions and 

fabrics for top 
and binding, 
including the 
strips. Throw 
52" x 66".
Kit #1006286  
$69.99Batik backing, 3½ yards, 

#1006287  $44.99

Bali Breezes 72-piece Collection
Fat quarters #2952  $199.99 10" squares #2951  $79.99 
5" charm pack #4957  $19.99 2½" x 42" strips #2136  $79.99

Pretty Petals Medley™ 
Fat quarters, #7202  $19.99 

1/2 yards, #7207  $38.99 
10" squares, #2268  $15.99

Sunshine Medley™ 
Fat quarters #7244  $19.99 

1/2 yards #7245  $38.99 
10" squares #2354  $15.99

Sunset Medley™ 
Fat quarters #7208  $19.99 

1/2 yards #7211  $38.99 
10" squares #2366  $15.99

Sand Dollar Medley™ 
Fat quarters #7373  $19.99 

1/2 yards #7382  $38.99 
10" squares #2381  $15.99

Leafy Greens Medley™ 
Fat quarters #7155  $19.99 

1/2 yards #7166  $38.99 
10" squares #2387  $15.99

Caribbean Medley™ 
Fat quarters #7263  $19.99 
1/2 yards #7360  $38.99 

10" squares #2395  $15.99

Seaside Medley™ 
Fat quarters #7177  $19.99 

1/2 yards #7181  $38.99 
10" squares #2403  $15.99

Pansy Garden Medley™ 
Fat quarters #7195  $19.99 
1/2 yards #7200  $38.99 

10" squares #2433  $15.99

Forest Floor Medley™ 
Fat quarters #7147  $19.99 
1/2 yards #7149  $38.99 

10" squares #2442  $15.99

For natural texture and color blending, Balis are beyond compare. We offer nine affordable 
assortments in eight-piece fat-quarter and half-yard collections, and 16 die-cut 10" squares (two 
each of eight fabrics). We’ve gathered together all the colors in the 72-piece rainbow-spanning 
collection in a variety of sizes. All 100% top-quality cotton.

Keepsake Quilting’s Exclusive Bali Blenders

Mondo Bag Kit  QK
Stitch squares on fusible interfacing for this square-bottom bag. Kit has directions by 
Mattie Rhoades Haines of Quiltsmart, printed interfacing, lining fabric, and precut 2½" 
strips from Flaurie & Finch’s Blossom Batiks line. 10" x 10" x 15" high.
Kit #1006437  $59.99 Pattern only #1006438  $16.95

Batik Double 
Wedding 
Ring Precut 
Quilt Kit
At last! There’s an 
easier way to make 
this classic quilt—
with all 2,003 
pieces precut 
(and notched for 
alignment) for 
you! Kit has Diane Ide’s piecing directions, and 
batiks for the top and binding. King 92" x 105".
Kit #1006534  $299.99

Batik backing, 8½ yards, 
#1006535  $89.99

Includes  
2,003 precut 

pieces!
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NEW | Garden Gate Collection
Take a romantic approach to 
quiltmaking using these Robyn 
Pandolph prints from RJR with 
flowers up to 2" across. Charm 
collection has two of each fabric.
Fat quarters, 12 pieces,  
#1006946  $34.99 
5" charm pack, 24 pieces,  
#1006949  $8.99 
2½" x 44" strips, 12 pieces,  
#1006948  $12.99 
10" squares, 12 pieces,  
#1006947  $12.99 
Yardage #1006946 plus letter   
$11.20 per yard

NEW | Garden 
Gate Kit
Lovely to look at and 
fun to piece, this quilt, 

designed by Jennifer Bosworth of Shabby 
Fabrics, is shown in Robyn Pandolph’s fabrics 
by RJR. Kit has directions and fabrics for top 
and binding. Throw 53" x 69".
Kit #1007074  $89.99 
Pattern only #1007076  $9.50

NEW | Rose Trellis Runner Kit
Showcase three traditional applique 
blocks on your tabletop. Kit has Wendy 
Sheppard’s piecing and applique directions, 
and fabrics for the top and binding from 
Robyn Pandolph’s Garden Gate line for 
RJR. 55" x 25".
Kit #1007077  $69.99 
Pattern only #1007079  $10.00

NEW | Butterscotch Baskets 
Block of the Month
Piece pinwheels, stars and baskets over 

a period of 10 months for a classic look. Each month you’ll 
receive directions by Lynn Wilder of Sew’n Wild Oaks, and 
fabrics for a section of the quilt top from Lynette Jensen’s 
Autumn Landscape line for RJR. Twin 76" x 93". We’ll charge 
your credit card when each block is sent.
Block of the month #1007117  $24.99 per month,  
$3.99 shipping per month

Backing, 1¾ yards,  
#1007078  $21.99

Backing, 7⅙ yards,  
#1007118  $84.99

Backing, 3½ yards, 
#1007075  $39.99
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Winter Whirl Scrap Bag™
Get lots of great first-quality fabrics at a terrific bargain price.  

You’ll get 30 fat quarters at almost 40% off! 
#5526, an $80.00 value, only $49.99

Adding to your fabric stash is so 
affordable with our scrap bag collections. 
Each scrap bag has 12 regular (9" x 44") quarter-yard cuts (three yards)  
of assorted top-quality 100% cottons similar to those shown.  
Receive a free pattern with any scrap-bag order.
Visit www.KeepsakeQuilting.com for more scrap bags.

Peacock Batiks  
#1006308, a $36.00 value, 
only $24.99

FREE 56" x 56" 
 Window View quilt pattern

Exclusive Keepsake 
Scrap Bags™ 

Cozy Fall Flannel  
#6083, a $32.00 value, only $19.99

Prints

Dot to Dot   
#6833, a $32.00 value, only $19.99

Black and White  
#1006305, a $32.00 value, only $19.99

Davenport Garden  
#1006306, a $32.00 value, only $19.99

Falling Leaves  
#6688, a $32.00 value, only $19.99

Far Eastern Flair  
#1006344, a $32.00 value, only $19.99

Gray Matters  
#4242, a $32.00 value, only $19.99

Stonehenge Textures  
#3459, a $32.00 value, only $19.99

Black Beauties  
#3761, a $32.00 value, only $19.99

Build a fabric stash that’s the envy of all your quilting friends when you’re a 
member of the Scrap Bag of the Month Club. Each month you’ll receive a themed 

collection of 12 regular quarter-yard cuts (9" x 44"). Find more clubs online. 
#3327  $17.99 per scrap bag, shipping just $3.49 a month

Scrap Bag of the Month™ Club

Batiks

Pastel Dreams Batiks  
#7274, a $36.00 value, only $24.99

Pink Blossom Batiks  
#3669, a $36.00 value, only $24.99

Tropical Heat Batiks  
#1006312, a $36.00 value, only $24.99

Red Hot Batiks  
#1006309, a $36.00 value, only $24.99

Autumn Harvest Batiks  
#3866, a $36.00 value, only $24.99

Iris Garden Batiks  
#1006311, a $36.00 value, only $24.99

Golden Glow Batiks  
#4186, a $36.00 value, only $24.99

Spring Has Sprung Batiks   
#2521, a $36.00 value, only $24.99

Black as Night Batiks  
#3697, a $36.00 value, only $24.99

Sunrise to Sunset Batiks  
#8777, a $36.00 value, only $24.99

Jewel Box  
#6673, a $32.00 value, 
only $19.99

FREE 56" x 56" 
 Window View quilt pattern

Joy & Peace Batiks  
#1002310, a $36.00 value, only $24.99

Blue Jeans Batiks  
#7384, a $36.00 value, only $24.99

A Rose is a Rose  
#6398, a $32.00 value, only $19.99

Loved by Kids  
#8660, a $32.00 value, only $19.99

A Light Touch   
#3774, a $32.00 value, only $19.99
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1930’s

1930’s Collections  KQ Exclusive!
Indulge your passion for 30’s prints with these 
reproduction collec tions. Small-scale prints 
will vary but will be similar to those shown.
Fat quarters, 50 pieces, #8800  $139.99 
1/2 yards, 50 pieces, #8906  $259.99 
5" charm pack, 50 pieces, #4701  $14.99 
2½" x 44" strips, 35 pieces, #4032  $34.99 
10" squares, 35 pieces, #4026  $34.99

1930’s Double Wedding Ring Kit
Make the ultimate 30’s quilt a faster, easier way—with all 
2,003 pieces precut (and notched for alignment) for you! 
Kit has Diane Ide’s piecing directions, and reproduction 
fabrics for the top and binding. King 92" x 105".
Kit #1006536  $299.99

Solid backing, 8½ yards, 
#1006537  $49.99

2,003  
precut pieces!

NEW | From the Garden Table 
Runner Kit
English paper piecing makes these flowers fun to 
do. Kit includes piecing and applique directions 
by Vicki Bellino of Bloom Creek, hexagon paper 
pieces, and Judie Rothermel’s Aunt Grace 1930’s 
reproduction fabrics from Marcus for the top, 
binding and backing. 13" x 39".

Kit #1007028  $49.99 
Pattern with hexagon papers #1007139  $13.50

NEW | Around Town Kit
Use traditional piecing, English  
paper piecing and applique for  
this 1930’s quilt. Kit includes  
directions by Vicki 
Bellino of Bloom Creek, 
hexagon paper pieces, 
and Judie Rothermel’s 
Aunt Grace reproduction 
fabrics from Marcus, 
including precut 10" 
squares, for the top and 
binding. Throw 48" x 48".
Kit #1007031  $99.99 
Pattern with hexagon papers #1007033  $13.50

NEW | Ruby’s Garden Block of the Month
Enjoy a variety of techniques, such as string piecing, 
3-D flowers and yo-yos. Each month, for 10 months, 
you’ll receive Jean Nolte’s piecing and fusible-applique 
directions, and 1930’s reproduction fabrics for a section of 
the quilt top from Fabri-Quilt’s Ruby’s Treasures line by Paintbrush Studio. King 
99" x 99". We’ll charge your credit card when each block is sent.
Block of the month #1007035  $39.99 per month, $3.99 shipping per month

108"-wide backing, 3 yards, 
#1007036  $39.99

60"-wide backing, 1⅝ yards, 
#1007032  $21.99

Precut  
10" squares!

Solid backing  
included with kit



The Golden Age 
Block of the Month
Piece a classic medallion 
quilt month by month. 
Each month, for seven 
months, you’ll receive 
directions by Denice 

Lipscomb of Common Threads Quilting, a 
biography of a legendary actress, and Nancy 
Gere’s fabrics by Windham for a section of the 
quilt top. We’ll charge your credit card when each 
block is sent. Full 79" x 79".
Block of the month #1006085  $29.99 per month,  
$3.99 shipping per month

Backing, 5 yards,  
#1006086  $59.99

Civil War Collections  KQ Exclusive!
Simulate the look of the quilts of the Civil War period. These 
40-piece assortments of reproduction fabrics are in a range of 
colors and prints like those that filled the scrap bags of quilters in 
the 1860’s. (Prints may vary but will be similar to those shown.)  
Fat quarters #3584  $119.99 
10" squares #4179  $39.99 
5" charm pack #2351  $13.99 
2½" x 44" strips #2347  $39.99

NEW | The Bible Sampler 
Quilt Kit
Evoke the spirit of favorite Bible 
passages with this 84" x 108" pieced 
queen-size sampler. Kit includes fabrics 
for the top and binding, and Laurie 
Aaron Hird’s 256-page 8" x 8" book 
with directions and a CD with templates 
to print for 96 six-inch blocks.
Kit #1006597  $219.99 
Book with CD only #1006599  $26.99

NEW | Stars in the Garden Kit
Behold a hand-stitching project extraordinaire! 
It’s all done in English paper piecing with 
precut paper hexagons with ½"-long sides (sold 
separately, 3,911 needed). Kit has directions by Jill 
Shaulis of Yellow Creek Quilt Designs and fabrics 
for the top and binding from Jill’s Kindred Spirits 
II line for Windham Fabrics. Throw 60" x 67".
Kit #1006955  $139.99 
Pattern only #1006957  $9.00 
Paper Pieces hexagons, pack of 3,911,  
#1007148  $96.00 
Paper Pieces hexagons, starter pack of 1,956, 
#1007235  $49.00

Backing, 7¾ yards, 
#1006598  $89.99
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Backing, 4 yards,  
#1006956  $49.99

reproduction
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Fall Splendor #1006324  $24.99 Cool Lagoon Batiks #1006325  $26.99

Keepsake Quilting’s exclusive 

10" square 
collector series

FREE 38" x 57" 
 Hugs and Kisses quilt pattern

each includes 25 precut squares 
and a FREE pattern

Background and binding fabric pack #1006349  $17.99

Print Collections

Harvest Batiks #8439  $26.99

Bali Sunrise Sunset #3674  $26.99

Woodland Green Batiks #2097  $26.99 Shades of Purple Batiks #2159  $26.99

Bali Sandstone #2555  $26.99

Bali Pastels #2285  $26.99

Spring Pink Batiks #1006326  $26.99

FREE 38" x 57" 
 Hugs and Kisses quilt pattern

Background and binding fabric pack #1006351  $17.99

Sew Chic #1703  $24.99

Kids’ Crayon Brights #6299  $24.99

Love to Sew #1006323  $24.99

 Batik Collections

Cape Cod Breeze #1006318  $24.99

Americana #3547  $24.99

Ice & Ivory #6866  $24.99

Coffee & Teal #4427  $24.99

Join a Keepsake Quilting 
10" Square Collection of 
the Month™ Club

Let us surprise you with a coordinated 20-piece collection of 10" die-cut 
squares every month. Use for appliques, big-block quilts, or cut into quarters 
for 5" charm squares. Include your credit card number and expiration. We’ll 
charge your card when each club is sent.  
Prints #4940  $18.99 per month Bali #4362  $19.99 per month 
Rainbow #4396  $18.99 per month Shipping just $2.99 per month
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4 Members-Only Hotline. 5 20% off of all books.

¢
¢ 3 KQ Coin— Earn $1 in value for every 

$20 spent to use towards 
more stuff!*

* Earn and use KQ Coin for 
Keepsake NeedleArts™ and 
Patternworks™ purchases, too!

The KQiQ Club  
is the smart way to save!

As a member you’ll receive:

A KQiQ Travel Cutting Kit
for joining + surprise gifts during the 
year worth over $100!

FREE standard shipping
throughout the year—including 

continuity programs1  

¢

New for 2016:
FREE admission to the Original Sewing & Quilt Expo events!

One year #9145  $79.99

2  

NEW | Rogue One: 
A Star Wars Story 
Kit
Scenes from the latest 
Star Wars film, Rogue 
One: A Star Wars Story, 
are captured in this quilt. 
Kit has Jean Nolte’s 
piecing directions, and 
fabrics for the top and 
binding from Camelot 
Fabrics. Throw 65" x 79".
Kit #1006958  $109.99

NEW | Rebels 
Kit
Be a hero to a 
Star Wars fan by 
making this quick 

quilt from a printed panel by Camelot Fabrics. 
Kit includes directions, panel, backing and 
batting. Throw 35" x 42".  
Kit #1006960  $39.99

NEW  
Imperial 
Army Kit
Star War fans, 
be up to date with the latest movie, Rogue One: 
A Star Wars Story, with this quilt made from 
Camelot fabrics. Kit includes directions, panel, 
backing and batting. 35" x 42".  
Kit #1006961  $39.99

NEW | Rogue One: A Star 
Wars Story Collection
Think of the out-of-this-world 
projects to be made from these 
Star Wars fabrics from the 
Rogue One: A Star Wars Story 
collection by Camelot Fabrics. 
Characters up to 6" tall. Charm 
collection has two of each fabric.
Fat quarters, 14 pieces,  
#1006979  $44.99 
5" charm pack, 28 pieces,  
#1006982  $8.99 
2½" x 44" strips, 14 pieces,  
#1006981  $14.99 
10" squares, 14 pieces,  
#1006980  $14.99 
Yardage #1006979 plus letter   
$11.92 per yard

NEW | Jim Shore Angels Kit of the Month 
Enjoy a special angel for each month of the year. Each month, for 12 months, 
you’ll receive a kit with Jean Nolte's piecing directions, a Jim Shore printed-
angel fabric from Springs Creative, and border, backing and binding fabric 
for a 12" x 15" mini-quilt. We’ll charge your credit card when each kit is sent. 
Order the table stand (shown online) to display each mini-quilt. To turn the 
mini-quilts into the 56" x 82" throw size shown, order the finishing kit, which 
includes sashing, borders and extra fabric for backing and binding.
Kit of the month #1007096  $19.99 per kit, $3.99 shipping per month 
Finishing kit #1007099  $29.99 
Classic curl table stand #1007098  $30.99

Jim Shore

NEW | Jim 
Shore Angel 
Coloring Book
Relax in the 
loveliest sort of way 
by coloring Jim 
Shore’s charming 
folk-art angels. 
His book has 50 
black and white 
illustrations to 
color. 8½" x 10", 112 
perforated pages. 
#1007100  $15.99

Backing included 
with kit

Backing included 
with kit

Backing, 5 yards,  
#1006959  $64.99
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little 
tots

Family 
Rules 
Kit  

QK  
Display a 
constant 

reminder that a family is all about 
love, kindness and respect. Kit 
includes directions, panel, backing 
and batting. Fabric from Timeless 
Treasures’ Family Rules line. 22" x 42".  
Kit #1006050  $24.99

Backing included 
with kit

My Bubba Kit
How’s this giraffe for a cute, 
cuddly play mat! Kit includes 
directions and super-soft 
polyester fleece for the top 
and backing. You provide 
the stuffing. From Shannon 
Fabrics. 24" x 42".
Kit #1006075  $39.99

NEW | I Love Dirt Kit
Delight a youngster with lots of heavy 
equipment! Kit has directions—using 
your favorite applique technique—by 
Karen Bennett of Nellie’s Needle Quilt 
Patterns, and fabrics for the top and 
binding. Throw 47" x 55".
Kit #1007120  $129.99 
Pattern only #1007122  $9.00

NEW | Square Man and Girlfriend Kits  QK  
Whether for nap or play, these cuties with fusible-appliqued faces make great companions. 
Each kit has directions by Karen Bennett of Nellie’s Needle Quilt Patterns, fabrics, and buttons 
for eyes. You supply the girlfriend’s ribbon. Pillow body 11" x 14".
Man kit #1007123  $24.99 
Girlfriend kit #1007155  $24.99 
Pattern only #1007124  $9.00

Backing, 3 yards,  
#1007121  $39.99

Bunny: 
Kit #1007041  
$59.99 
Pattern only 
#1007043  
$9.00

Solid backing, 2¾ yards, 
#1007042  $29.99

Solid backing, 2¾ yards, 
#1007045  $29.99

Fox: 
Kit #1007044  $59.99 
Pattern only  
#1007046  $9.00

NEW | Little Bunny and Fox Kits  KQ Exclusive!  QK  
Look who’s peering out from behind these quilt blocks. Each kit has 
piecing and fusible-applique directions by Deb Grogan of the Quilt Factory, 
and American Made Brand solids by Clothworks for the top and binding. 
Throw 41" x 51".
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Summer Breeze Kit
“Paint” a horse of a different 
color in batik fabrics. Kit has Toni 
Whitney’s directions, and fabrics 
for the top and binding, including 
precut fusible-backed applique 
shapes. Wall size 25" x 27".
Kit #1002858  $79.99 
Pattern only #1002860  $14.50

Solid backing  
included with kit

Precut  
fusible-backed 

shapes!

NEW | Cabin 
Rules Kit  

QK
Remind your 
family—and 
yourself—to “count 

the stars,” “skip rocks,” and “make memories.” 
Kit includes directions, preprinted panel, backing 
and batting. 22" x 42".  
Kit #1006749  $24.99

Backing included  
with kit

NEW | Into the Wild Kit  QK
Bear Paw, Flying Geese and Delectable 
Mountain blocks join printed bears and 
mountains in this pieced quilt. Kit has 
Marinda Stewart’s directions, and fabrics 
for the top and binding from Michael Miller 
Fabrics. Throw 41" x 55".
Kit #1007125  $49.99

on the 
range

NEW | Greener Pastures Kit   
KQ Exclusive!  QK
Add pieced borders to a stunning 
printed horse-and-barn panel for 
this quilt filled with inspiring words. 
Kit has directions and fabrics for 
the top and binding from Jennifer 
Pugh’s Greener Pastures line by 
Wilmington Prints. Throw 42" x 56".
Kit #1007047  $59.99

Backing, 3 yards,  
#1007048  $39.99

Backing, 2¾ yards,  
#1007126  $34.99

Quick Kits
Have we got the kits for you! When you 
see the QK   symbol, you’ll know 
that everything needed for the tops 
and bindings (and sometimes even 
batting and backing) are included. 
Best yet, the projects can be done in 
an afternoon or a weekend or two!

Visit KeepsakeQuilting.com for other 
great Quick Kits!
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cabin  
in the 
woods

NEW | About Trout Kit
Proudly display five trophy fish! 
Kit includes directions by Angie 
Steveson of Lunch Box Quilts for 
two quilt sizes, using piecing and 
your favorite applique technique, 
and fabrics for the top and binding 
from Island Batik for the larger size 
shown, throw 57" x 76".

Kit #1006862  $169.99 
Pattern only #1006864  $18.00

NEW | My Up 
North Window Kit
Now, here’s a view 
that’s priceless! Kit 
has fusible-applique 
directions by Sue Pritt 
of Sweet Season Quilts, 
and fabrics for the top, 
binding and backing, 
including batiks and 
precut fusible-backed 
applique shapes. Wall 
size 32" x 17".
Kit #1007083  $69.99 
Pattern only  
#1007084  $9.50

Pine Grosbeak Kit
Observe the beauty and wonder 
of nature in this sweet bird. Kit 
has Lenore Crawford’s fusible-
applique directions, and batik 
fabrics including precut fusible-backed shapes for the top, 
backing and binding. Wall size 14" x 17".
Kit #1006742  $49.99 
Pattern only #1006744  $12.99

Batik backing  
included with kit

Precut  
fusible-backed 

shapes!

Who? What? Where? Kit
Just look at those adorable little raccoon faces! Kit 
has directions by Toni Whitney, and batik fabrics 
for the top, backing and binding, including precut 
fusible-backed applique shapes. Wall size 15" x 26".
Kit #1006836  $79.99 
Pattern only #1006837  $14.50

Batik backing  
included with kit

Precut  
fusible-backed 

shapes!

Into the Woods Kit   
BEST SELLER!
Sew 2½" strips to an 
interfacing foundation, and 
add raw-edge-appliqued 
trees. Kit has Kara Schorstein’s 
directions, and batik fabrics, 
including precut 2½" strips, for 
the top and binding. Wall size 
43" x 43".
Kit #1000596  $89.99 
Pattern only #1001211  $11.00

Batik backing, 2¾ yards, 
#1000597  $29.99

Precut  
2½" strips!

Batik backing, 5 yards, 
#1006863  $64.99

All of our fabrics are 
100% top-quality cotton.

 You can feel the difference.

Precut  
fusible-backed 

shapes!
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sapphire 
jewels

NEW | Among the Stars Kit
Gold-etched sapphire hues lend elegance to this pieced quilt. 
Kit has directions by Marilyn Foreman of Quilt Moments, and 
fabrics for the top and binding from Chong-A Hwang’s Suffolk 
collection for Timeless Treasures. Twin 70" x 85".
Kit #1007127  $139.99 
Pattern only #1007129  $9.50

NEW | Newport Bag Kit  QK
Piece 5" squares together to make this bag 
with six inside and two outside pockets. 
Kit has directions by Nancy Green of Pink 
Sand Beach Designs, and Java Batiks from 
Maywood Studio for the outside and lining, 
including precut 5" squares, and a magnetic 
snap. 15" x 11½" x 4" deep.
Kit #1007164  $54.99

Gold-etched backing,  
5 yards, #1007128  $64.99

Mosaic Plume Medley™
Blues and purples make a lovely, cool pairing in 
this five-piece Timeless Treasures collection by 
Chong-A Hwang with flowers up to 3¾" across.
Fat quarters #1006799  $14.99 
1/2 yards #1006800  $28.99 
Yardage #1006799 plus letter  $10.88 per yard

 Fabric Medley

Y A

DC

B

Suffolk Table 
Runner Kit
Lend elegance to your 
table-scape with this 
pieced runner. Kit has 
directions by Jill Boyd 
of the Quilt Chef, and fabrics for the top and 
binding from Timeless Treasures. 23" x 82".
Kit #1006563  $49.99

Backing, 2½ yards, 
#1006564  $32.99

Backing, 2⅔ yards, 
#1006797  $29.99

Mosaic Plume Kit
Be proud to make this mostly 
pieced quilt with a printed 
panel in the center. Kit has 
directions by Osie Lebowitz of 
Broome Street Patterns, and 
fabrics for the top and binding 

from Timeless Treasures. Throw 40" x 59".
Kit #1006796  $44.99
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winter 
stillness
NEW | Prelude to Winter Kit  

QK
Border a striking tree-print panel with on-
point squares for this quilt. Kit has piecing 
directions by Christine Baker and Nellie 
Holmes of Upper Canada Quiltworks, 
and fabrics for the top, backing and 
binding, including printed panel, from 
Linda Ludovico’s Stonehenge Elements 
collection for Northcott Fabrics. Throw 
40" x 46".
Kit #1007039  $64.99

 

50 pieces each  

49" x 66" 
Brava Quilt

Prints

Sweet Pastel Batiks  #4620   $14.99

Keepsake Quilting’s exclusive  

Charm Packs™

Kids’ Delight  #6248  $14.99

Rainbow  #4740  $14.99Meadow Wild Batiks  #1002237  $14.99

Batik Summer Sizzle  #4591  $14.99

Batik Iris Garden  #4542  $14.99

Batik Blue Moon  #7738  $14.99

Hazelnut Batiks  #4520  $14.99 Christmas  #4327  $14.99

Black & White & Red  #8959  $14.99

Sound of the Woods Panel and Fabric
Make a stunning statement with this frosted fabric by Avery 
Tillmon for Robert Kaufman Fabrics. Choose a 23" x 44" panel 
or running yardage of the tree rows, specifying, for both, earth, 
glacier or snow.
Panel #1006198 $8.99 
Tree rows, trees up to 4" high, #1006199  $10.96 per yard

glacier snowearth

glacier

snow

earth #1006198

#1006199

Grove Kit
Reaching bare branches to the sky, trees possess a 
special beauty. Kit includes piecing directions, and 
frosted fabrics for the top and binding by Avery 
Tillmon for Robert Kaufman Fabrics. Twin 68" x 84".
Kit #1006024  $99.99 Frosted backing, 5¼ yards, 

#1006025  $69.99

Teal & Sandstone  #6277  $14.99

Sanibel Island Batiks  #1002242  $14.99
Smoke Screen #3545  $14.99

Brava! Pattern
Keep it simple, and just start sewing with our 50-piece collections of precut 5" squares! 
The Brava! quilt was designed by Debra Finan of Fons & Porter especially for 5" squares. 
Pattern includes piecing directions for three quilt sizes, including the 49" x 66" throw 
size shown, which takes two 50-piece charm packs plus background fabric. 
Pattern #1007193  $8.00
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tools of the trade

The Sew Stack® Combo Kit
Organize and store your spools and 
bobbins in these soft, flexible, interlocking 
trays. The bobbin tray holds 40 bobbins, 
and the spool tray holds 16 standard thread 
spools. The combo kit (6½" x 6½" x 4") 
includes one bobbin tray, one spool tray 
and a lid. Spool tray not intended for use 
with Aurifil™ and some cone spools. Add 
trays as needed.
Combo kit #1006872  $39.95 
Extra bobbin tray #1006873  $17.50 
Extra spool tray #1006874  $17.50 
Extra lid #1006875  $8.95

Bobbin Buddies™  
CUSTOMER FAVORITE!
Slip a Bobbin Buddie over a bobbin, and 
it won’t unwind. Set of 24.
#8161  $15.49

Perfect 
Piecing 
Seam 
Guide and 
Qtools™ 
Sewing 
Edge
For a scant ¼" 
seam, place 
the 4" x 1¼" 
plastic seam guide under your presser 
foot, and lower your needle through the 
hole. Then place a thick, repositionable, 
Qtools Sewing Edge vinyl strip against the 
guide and remove the guide for sewing. 
Five ⅜" x 3½" vinyl strips per package.
Perfect Piecing Seam Guide #8236  $5.99 
Qtools™ Sewing Edge #8095  $7.99

Batting 
Seam Tape   
BEST SELLER!
Join batting 
scraps together 
using this 1½"-
wide soft fusible 
tape. 10-yard roll.
#8122  $6.99

Super Satchel™  
Box  BEST SELLER!
This snap-closure plastic case is 15" x 
14" x 3½" deep.
#9870  $15.99

Quilt Wall   
KQ Exclusive!
The 72" x 72" felted 
design cloth is great 
for holding fabric in 
place without pinning.
#9345  $39.99

SAR® Acid-Free Storage Box
Store quilts and linens in this acid-free 
and lignin-free fiberboard box. Includes 
24 sheets of acid-free tissue (20" x 30"). 
(Sorry, #9095  and #1006714 cannot be 
shipped outside the contiguous U.S.) 
18" x 15" x 5"-high box #9257  $18.99 
30" x 18" x 6"-high box #9095  $29.99 
40" x 18" x 6"-high box #1006714  $39.99 
Extra tissue, 24 sheets, #1006968  $4.99

Book Keepers
Slide your 
magazine or 
booklet through 
one of the plastic 
holders, and it’s 
ready to put in a 
standard three-
ring binder. Set 
of 24.
#8454  $10.99

Prop-It® 
Quilt Block 
Easel
When all you 
need is a little 
“quilt wall,” 
this is perfect! 
A super-grip 
woven surface, 
which removes 
for washing, 
covers a sturdy 
laminated board with a collapsible, plastic 
easel back. 18" x 18". 
#1006914  $29.99

Sew & Go Sewing Table
This laminate-top table, with 
a sewing-machine platform 
measuring 18⅞" x 7⅞" (fits 
most machines), folds flat 
for travel or storage and has 
wheels for easy transport. 
40" x 22" x adjustable 29"–36" 
height. (Cannot be shipped 
outside the contiguous U.S. or 
via UPS 2nd Day Air.) Allow 
two weeks for delivery. 
#9354  $289.99 plus $10.00 
added shipping

NEW | Fons & Porter’s Quilting 
Template of the Month Club
Make your cutting easier, quicker and more 
accurate by using specially designed acrylic 
rotary-cutting templates. Each month you’ll 
receive a template or templates; patterns 
for two or more projects that use the 
template, including one large quilt project; 
fabric for the top and binding of one small 
project; and access to video lessons on how 
to use each template. We’ll charge your 
credit card when each template set is sent.
#1007091  $39.99 per month, $3.99 
shipping per month

Mighty 
Bright® 
Sewing 
Machine 
Light
BEST SELLER! 
Attach the 
2½" x 1" 

adhesive-backed base to your machine, 
and slip in the light. The flexible-neck 
light has a powerful LED that never needs 
replacing, and comes with one AAA 
battery and an extra mounting base.
#8385  $14.99

Fons & Porter Melon  
Template Set
Cut and piece melon curves with accuracy 
using this two-piece acrylic template set. 
Join four of the 5" units for a 10" Melon 
Patch or Orange Peel block. 
#1006567  $19.99

Fons & Porter Whirling 
Pinwheel Template Set
Make curved-blade 16" Pinwheel blocks 
using this four-piece acrylic template set. 
Includes directions to cut and piece the 
blades and applique the center.
#1006568  $29.99

Fons & Porter Quarter Inch Seam Marker
Mark ¼" sewing lines when piecing half-square and quarter-square triangles.  
Set of two ½"-wide acrylic strips, 8" and 12". 
#1006583  $14.99
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Fabric Strip Case
Store your 2½" strips wrinkle-
free in this plastic snap-closure case with a 
textured inner surface and adjustable pressure clips 
that hold the strips in place. 24" x 4¾" x 3½". 
#1006969  $13.99

Seam Guide
Draw an exact ¼" seam allowance on any 
shape template by inserting pen or pencil 
into the hole of the acrylic disk and tracing 
around the shape. Set of six. 
#1001550  $5.99
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finishing 
touches

EXTRA WIDE!

Quilt Backings
Quilt backing fabric shouldn’t be an  

 afterthought! You use more of it than 
any other fabric in your quilt, so make it 
count. And don’t overlook its many other 
uses—from duvet covers to tablecloths. 

Words of Hope. 108" wide; letters up to 
⅞" high.   
#1006933  $15.92 per yard

Newspaper Clippings. 108" wide; 
newsprint-size letters.   
#1006932  $15.92 per yard

Warm & 
Natural™  
Cotton 
Batting  
BEST 
SELLER!
This needle-
punched 
batting is a 
real go-to 

favorite. It can be quilted up to 10" apart 
and is extremely soft and easy to work. 
87.5% cotton/12.5% polypropylene. 
Crib, 45" x 60", #8955  $9.99 
Twin, 72" x 90", #8126  $22.99 
Full, 84" x 96", #8250  $27.99 
Queen, 90" x 108", #8956  $31.99 
King, 124" x 120", #8403  $47.99

Our 100% cotton, premium-quality 
muslin is available in three styles: 
natural solid (unbleached), white 
solid, and our aged printed fabric. 

Natural White

44" wide  
Natural  #9760  $4.40 per yard 
White  #9761  $4.40 per yard 
90" wide  
Natural  #9758  $8.96 per yard 
White  #9759  $8.96 per yard 
108" wide  
Natural  #9756  $10.56 per yard 
White  #9757  $10.56 per yard  
200 thread count, 44" wide 
Natural  #9637  $4.96 per yard 
White  #9880  $4.96 per yard

Muslin

Honey Tan SandCream

45" wide Aged 
Cream #9183  $6.56 per yard 
Honey #9193  $6.56 per yard 
Tan #9627  $6.56 per yard 
Sand #9201  $6.56 per yard

Patches. 108" wide; 24" repeat with 
patches up to 5" wide.
#1000400  $15.92 per yard

AURIfil™ Basics  
Thread Collections   
CUSTOMER FAVORITE!
These 1422-yard spools of fine Italian 
50-weight/2-ply cotton thread are great for 
hand and machine piecing, applique and 
machine quilting. The 12-spool collection 
has the must-have basic neutral colors, 
packaged in a snap-closure plastic case.
12-spool Basics collection #9701  $129.99 
Four-spool collection #8360  $49.99

AURIfil™ 
Thread of the 
Month Club
Collect four colors 
a month, and at the 
end of 12 months, 
you’ll have the most 
popular AURIfil colors, 
as shown, for piecing, 
applique and machine-
quilting projects. As 
a club member, each 
month you’ll receive 
four 1422-yard spools 
of 50-weight/2-ply 
fine Italian cotton 
thread. As a special 
gift for joining the club, 
we’ll also send you a 

free plastic hinged-lid case 
in the first month, a $10.00 
value, to hold all 48 spools. 
We’ll charge your credit card 
each month.
#1000701  $49.99 per month, 
$3.99 shipping per month

needles & thread

Itty 
Bowl
This 
stainless 
steel bowl 
has a magnetic bottom that pushes pin 
ends safely out to the bowl’s edge. 4¼" 
diameter. We'll choose a color for you.
#1006903  $7.95

Pin Picker Upper
Pick up pins and needles with the 
magnetic end of the telescoping 
handle, which extends up to 25". 
#1006904  $5.95

Wooden Needle Cases
Store your sewing needles in the prettiest 
possible way—in a 2¼"-high handcrafted 
wooden case. Please select blue, yellow 
or pink. 
#1006934  $6.99

Thin Quilting 
Pins
These 1⅞"-long, 
extra-thin, glass-
head pins will glide 
effortlessly through 
your quilts. 100 pins per box.
#8009  $11.49

LED Needle Threader   
BEST SELLER!
A bright LED light is activated when you 
slide the threader out of its protective 
plastic case, which includes a built-in 
thread cutter. 1" x 1¾" closed.
#1001183  $6.99

Heart Pins
Both colorful and attractive, these 2⅛"-
long pins come with flat plastic heads or 
⅛"-thick pearlized heads. 
35 pearlized pins #1001180  $6.99 
50 flat-head pins #1001181  $5.99

Coil-Less Curved 
Safety Pins

Baste quilts with 11/16" 
nickel-plated steel pins that 

are curved for easy insertion and coil-less 
to avoid snagging fibers. Package of 50. 
#1000399  $3.99

Roxanne™ Needles
Choose betweens (a favorite 
for quilting), sharps (great for 
piecing), or 1¼"-long applique 
needles. 50 needles per case.
#9 betweens #8384  $9.99 
#10 betweens #8763  $9.99 
#11 betweens #8663  $9.99 
#12 betweens #8204  $9.99 
#10 sharps #8209  $9.99 
#11 sharps #8804  $9.99 
#12 sharps #8223  $9.99 
Applique #8438  $9.99

Ultimate Quilt Pounce Pad
Wipe the powder-filled pad over the tiny 
mesh openings of the plastic quilting 
stencils. Iron to remove white powder. 
Pad #8753  $15.99 2 oz. refill #8771  $5.99

A. Stipple 
stencil,  
11" x 8½", 
#8776  
$5.99 
B. Meander, 
11" x 8½, 
#8193  $5.99 
C. Basket 
Weave, 
1" x 2" strips, 
#1006928  
$11.99 
D. Honeycomb,  
2" units, 
#1006929  
$11.99 
E. 1" Grid on 
Point #1006930  
$5.99 
F. Garden 
Friends, 4" x 4" 
motifs, #1006931  
$5.99
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Enter the Create a 
Flying Geese  
Keepsake Challenge
Put your own personal twist on an all-time 
favorite as you create a 30" x 30" Flying 
Geese Keepsake challenge quilt. You must 
use at least four fabrics from the six-piece 
fat-quarter challenge Medley™ and may 
add up to two other fabrics of your choice. 
A pattern for one of the entries will be 
featured in a favorite quilting magazine!
All entries must be received at Keepsake 
Quilting by March 20, 2017. Complete 
rules and an entry form will be sent with 
your challenge Medley. 
Challenge Medley™ #1007216  $18.99

Create a Prints and Wovens Keepsake Challenge Winners

First place by Elizabeth Kingsland 
of Chuluota FL

Second place by Maritza 
Farr of Temecula CA

Third place by Katie Haddock 
of Springfield VA

Visit online to see Kathy Bentley’s staff’s-choice quilt.
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72" x 84"  
Easy Street quilt pattern

Prints

Batiks

Midnight Garden #1006314  $34.99

NEW | Walking on Sunshine #1001569  $34.99

NEW | Tide Pool Batiks #1006855  $36.99

Sea Glass Batiks  
#1006856  $36.99

72" x 84"  
Easy Street quilt pattern

Find more Color  
Story Collections at 

KeepsakeQuilting.com

Keepsake Color     Story Collections™

exclusive themed 12-piece fat-quarter collections

Oasis #1006191  $34.99

All of our fabrics are  
100% top-quality cotton.

 You can feel the difference.

Gypsy Batiks #1006511  $36.99

Rainbow Batiks #1006857  $36.99

Fall Splendor Batiks #1006194  $36.99

Marianna #1006307  $34.99

NEW | Classic Navy #1006248  $34.99

Laurel Burch #1002252  $34.99 Black & White #8756  $34.99

Summer Mum  #1006303  $34.99Quilter’s Garden  #1006313  $34.99

Miss Scarlet  #1001567  $34.99

Sew Refreshing  #1001568  $34.99

Sweet Memories Batiks  #1001425  $36.99

Sand Dune #7246  $34.99

Delft Blue #1006300  $34.99 Forest Stream Batiks #1000130  $36.99 Orchid Mist Batiks  #1005965  $36.99

Easy Street Pattern   
BEGINNER FRIENDLY!
Get a great scrappy look with this easy-to-piece 
pattern made from fat quarters. Pattern by the staff 
of Fons & Porter’s Love of Quilting magazine has 
directions for four quilt sizes, baby to queen. We 
show the 72" x 84" twin size here, which calls for 24 
fat quarters. Order two each of a favorite 12-piece 
fat-quarter collection featured here or on our website 
at www.KeepsakeQuilting.com. Just add your own 
binding and backing fabric. 
Pattern #1006977  $6.95

Summer Garden Batiks #1000128  $36.99

Royal Jewel Batiks #1006316  $36.99

Raspberry Splash Batiks #1000568  $36.99

Sunlit Glen Batiks #1000744  $36.99

Rosewood Batiks #1005966  $36.99

All Occasions Glitter #1002285  $34.99

Larkspur  #1002440  $34.99
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NEW | Gazebo Kit
Bring a pop of color to your 

tabletop. Kit has piecing directions by Julie 
Herman of Jaybird Quilts using templates or 
her acrylic ruler, and Kona Cotton Solids by 
Robert Kaufman Fabrics for the top, back and 
binding of the 20" x 23" quilt. Her ruler is for 60° 
triangles, half hexagons and hexagons up to 8".
Kit #1007135  $19.99 
Pattern only #1007136  $6.50 
Hex N More ruler #8327  $23.95

NEW | Deconstructed 
Lone Star Kit  
PRECUT 2½" STRIPS!
Give a traditional pattern 
a spectacular modern 
look with Quiltsmart's “all 
rectangles” Lone Star—and 
watch your intersections 
match effortlessly! Kit 
has instructions for 
this easy Lone Star, the 
Deconstructed Lone Star 
variation instructions by 
Carolyn Murfitt of Free 
Bird Quilting Designs, 
Quiltsmart printed 
interfacing, and RJR solids 
for the top and binding 
including pre-cut strips. 
Throw 62" x 66".
Kit #1007149  $129.99 
Pattern (without interfacing) 
#1007151  $11.00 
Additional Quiltsmart 
interfacing (one full star) 
#1007239  $34.00 
Fussy Cut Template (for 
cutting rectangles and 
fussy-cuts) #1007240  $7.50

NEW | Kona Cotton Solid 
Precut Collections
Make quick work of solid quilts with the 
precut fabrics in these collections from 
Robert Kaufman Fabrics. The white, snow 
and black are great for sashing  
and backgrounds.

Amish Black Fabric   
BEST SELLER!
A hard-to-find rich black cotton solid. 
#9738  $6.96 per yard

Simply Solids
You’d look far and wide to find the vast 
assortment and range of colors in the 
finest-quality 100% cotton fabric that 
Keepsake Quilting is proud to offer you in 
these seven-piece solid Medleys™.
To order yardage, use ¼-yard number plus 
letter  $7.92 per yard

Ready for Red Medley™ 
1/4 yards #1006098  $14.99 
1/2 yards #1006099  $28.99

Sunny Yellow Medley™ 
1/4 yards #1006102  $14.99 
1/2 yards #1006103  $28.99

Field and Meadow Medley™ 
1/4 yards #1006108  $14.99 
1/2 yards #1006109  $28.99
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Pretty in Pink Medley™ 
1/4 yards #1006096  $14.99 
1/2 yards #1006097  $28.99

Turq and Teal Medley™ 
1/4 yards #1006106  $14.99 
1/2 yards #1006107  $28.99

L’Orange Medley™ 
1/4 yards #1006100  $14.99 
1/2 yards #1006101  $28.99

Beautiful Blues Medley™ 
1/4 yards #1006104  $14.99 
1/2 yards #1006105  $28.99

Perky Purple Medley™ 
1/4 yards #1006110  $14.99 
1/2 yards #1006111  $28.99

Naturally Neutrals Medley™ 
1/4 yards #1006112  $14.99 
1/2 yards #1006113  $28.99
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Backing included  
with kit

Solid backing, 4 yards, 
#1007150  $34.99

Pastel: 
5" charm pack, 41 pieces, #1007177  $9.99 
2½" x 44" strips, 41 pieces,  
#1007175  $29.99 
10" squares, 42 pieces, #1007176  $29.99

Bright: 
5" charm pack, 41 pieces, #1007180  $9.99 
2½" x 44" strips, 41 pieces,  
#1007178  $29.99 
10" squares, 42 pieces, #1007179  $29.99

White: 
5" charm pack, 42 pieces, #1007167  $9.99 
2½" x 44" strips, 40 pieces,  
#1007166  $29.99 
10" squares, 42 pieces, #1007168  $29.99

Snow (off white): 
5" charm pack, 42 pieces, #1007170  $9.99 
2½" x 44" strips, 40 pieces,  
#1007169  $29.99 
10" squares, 42 pieces, #1007171  $29.99

Black: 
5" charm pack, 42 pieces, #1007173  $9.99 
2½" x 44" strips, 40 pieces,  
#1007172  $29.99 
10" squares, 42 pieces, #1007174  $29.99

solids
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block 
of the 

month

Halloweenies Block of 
the Month  BEST SELLER!
Brew up this frightfully fun quilt 
over a period of nine months. Each 
month you’ll receive McKenna 
Ryan’s fusible-applique directions, 
embellishments, and fabrics, 
including batiks and precut 
fusible-backed applique shapes, 
for a section of the quilt. We’ll 
charge your credit card when each 
block is sent. Wall size 35" x 35".
Block of the month #1000370  
$39.99 per month, $3.99 
shipping per month

Batik backing, 1¼ yards, 
#1000371  $14.99

Precut  
fusible-backed 

shapes!

Backing, 10 yards,  
#1006457  $119.99

Bluebird Medallion Block of the Month  KQ Exclusive!
Piece bluebirds into the border of this Log Cabin quilt. Each month, for 
four months, you’ll receive Jackie Robinson’s piecing directions and her 

Bluebird Gathering fabrics from Benartex for a section of the quilt top. King 108" x 108". 
We’ll charge your credit card when each block is sent.
Block of the month #1006456  $59.99 per month, $3.99 shipping per month

Bird Walk Block of the 
Month Kit
Work at your own pace, since you 
receive this block-of-the-month 
project all at once. Kit includes 
batik fabrics from Marcus Fabrics’ 
Primo Batiks River Rock line, and 
applique, piecing and foundation-
piecing directions by Lisa Norton and Lora Zmak of Material 
Girlfriends for the top and binding. Throw 50" x 66".
Kit #1006865  $229.99 
Pattern pack only #1006963  $38.00

Batik backing, 3¼ yards, 
#1006866  $39.99

On the Horizon Block of the Month
Piece your way to a bold, beautiful quilt. Each month, for 
nine months, you’ll receive Chris Hoover of Whirligig Designs’ 
directions, requiring the Easy Angle and Companion Angle 
rulers, and Tonga Gypsy batik fabrics from Timeless Treasures for a section of the quilt 
top. King 108" x 108". We’ll charge your credit card when each block is sent.
Block of the month #1006766  $34.99 per month, $3.99 shipping per month 
Easy Angle™ #8017  $11.99  
Companion Angle™ #8026  $12.99

Batik backing, 9½ yards, 
#1006767  $114.99
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classic blue  
& white

NEW | Easy Breezy Kit
All the blue comes from 
just one shaded fabric from 

Timeless Treasures’ Studio Ombre line. Kit, designed 
by Will Bennett, has piecing directions, and fabrics for 
the top and binding. Created by our friends at McCall’s 
Quick Quilts. Twin 72" x 72".
Kit #1006850  $89.99

NEW | Northern Star Kit
Some color combos are always fresh, always pleasing. Kit has 
piecing directions by Wendy Sheppard, and fabrics for the 
top and binding from Mary Koval’s Rhapsody in Blue line for 
Windham Fabrics. Twin 67" x 92".
Kit #1006953  $169.99

NEW | Star Crossed Paths Kit
Two alternating pieced blocks yield 
graphic results in this quilt from our 
friends at Quiltmaker. Kit, designed by 
Cindy LeBaron, includes directions, and 
Northcott fabrics, some silver etched, for 
the top and binding. Queen 94" x 94".
Kit #1007130  $169.99

NEW | La Vie en Bleu Collection
Give an old-world feel to a project using the navy and ecru 
prints in this Timeless Treasures collection with flowers up 
to 4" across. Charm collection has two of each fabric.
Fat quarters, 20 pieces, #1007182  $64.99 
5" charm pack, 40 pieces, #1007185  $13.99 
2½" x 44" strips, 20 pieces, #1007184  $19.99 
10" squares, 20 pieces, #1007183  $19.99 
Yardage #1007182 plus letter  $10.64 per yard

Backing, 5½ yards, 
#1006954  $64.99

Silver-etched backing,  
9⅛ yards, #1007131  $119.99

Backing, 4⅞ yards, 
#1006851  $59.99

VUTSRQPNMLKJHGFEDCBA
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 20 pieces each  

NEW | Get Hooked 
Patterns
Turn fabric strips into rugs and 
table-toppers following Ann 
Lauer’s easy crochet directions. 
The Get Hooked pattern uses 
2" to 2½" strips for a choice of 
four rugs, and the Get Hooked 
2 pattern uses ½" strips for five 
tabletop projects from trivets to 
runners. Crochet hook included. 
Get Hooked #1007140  $11.00 
Get Hooked 2 #1007143  $11.00

NEW | Twice as Nice Pattern
You choose your favorite color palette, and make this easy-to-piece quilt from precut 
2½ strips. (Requires two 20-piece strip collections plus a background fabric.) Pattern 
has Tony Jacobson’s directions. Twin 64" x 80".
#1007186  $8.00

Dessert Tray Kit  PRECUT 2½" STRIPS!
Strips appear to be woven in and out through this happy quilt. 
Kit has piecing directions by Lorrie Franz of bean counter Quilts, 
and Tonga Gypsy Batiks, including precut 2½ strips, from Timeless 
Treasures for the top and binding. Twin 66" x 82".
Kit #1006768  $114.99 
Pattern only #1006770  $10.00

Batik backing, 5 yards, 
#1006769  $64.99

Keepsake Quilting’s exclusive  

2½" strip collections

Print Collections

Sandstone & Slate #1006346  $19.99

Red, White & Blue #7569  $19.99

Rose & Thyme #7729  $19.99

Royal Purple Batiks #1912  $19.99

Batik Collections

Tidal Pool Batiks #1944  $19.99

Bejeweled Batiks #4413  $19.99Bali Jewels #8540  $19.99

Harvest Batiks #1981  $19.99

Rose Garden Batiks #1002240  $19.99

Violet Fields #7601  $19.99Pink & Gray #3856  $19.99

Citrus Batiks #1952  $19.99

Sandy Shore Batiks #1962  $19.99 Mocha Latte Batiks #1937  $19.99

Creamy, Dreamy Blues #1618  $19.99

Colors for Kids #1002239  $19.99 Shirtings #8799  $19.99

Summer Chic #2230  $19.99
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thoughts of spring

NEW | Beverly Park 
Brentwood Bag Kit  

QK  
Head to a garden party 
or to quilt guild with this 
zipper-closure bag with 
an outside and five inside 
pockets. Kit has directions 
by Nancy Green of Pink 
Sand Beach Designs, 
zippers, and fabrics for the 
outside and lining from 
RJR’s Beverly Park collection. 
15" x 11" x 4" deep. 
#1006290  $51.99

NEW | Madison Square Quilt Kit  KQ Exclusive!
Beautify your bedroom with lovely roses and hydrangeas. Kit has piecing directions by Christine 
Stainbrook of Project House 360, and fabrics for the top and binding from RJR’s Beverly Park 
collection. Full 85" x 85".
Kit #1007025  $199.99 
Pattern only #1007027  $10.00

NEW | Madison Square  
Table Runner Kit   
KQ Exclusive!   QK  
Ensure that the prettiest of flowers are 
always on your table. Kit includes piecing 
directions by Christine Stainbrook of 
Project House 360, and fabrics for the 
top, backing and binding from RJR’s 
Beverly Park line. 17" x 51".
Kit #1007137  $69.99 
Pattern only #1007138  $10.00

Backing, 8½ yards, 
#1007026  $99.99
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NEW | Beverly Park Collection
There’s romance in the air thanks to this floral 
collection by RJR. Hydrangea clusters up to 4" 
across. Charm collection has two of  
each fabric.
Fat quarters, 20 pieces, #1006178  $64.99 
5" charm pack, 40 pieces, #1007241  $13.99 
2½" x 44" strips, 20 pieces, #1007242  $19.99 
10" squares, 20 pieces, #1006181  $19.99 
Yardage #1006178 plus letter  $10.64 per yard

Backing included  
with kit
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30th Anniversary Savings order today, quantities are limited!

With Love Collection
Take a soft, understated approach using this collection with 
flowers up to 3" across.
5" charm pack, 40 pieces, #1002799  $13.99  $9.99 
2½" x 44" strips, 20 pieces, #1002798  $19.99  $14.99 
10" squares, 20 pieces, #1002797  $19.99  $14.99

Flying Geese & Stars Kit
Classic blocks combine in this 
reproduction quilt. Kit has piecing 
directions and fabrics for top and 
binding. Twin 66" x 82".
Kit #1006093  $129.99  $94.99

Boomerang 
Kit
Kit has piecing 
directions for 
five sizes and 
solids for the 
top and binding 
of the size 
shown, throw 
56" x 72". Super 
Sidekick ruler 
recommended 
(sold separately 
#106164).
Kit #1006114  
$69.99  $49.99

Teenage 
Mutant 
Ninja  
Turtles Kit
Meet Donatello, 
Leonardo, 

Michelangelo and Raphael. Kit has directions, printed panel, 
backing and batting. 34" x 42".
Kit #1006259 $29.99  $21.99

Heart to Heart Kit
Strip-piece a sweetheart of 
a quilt. Kit has directions 
and fabrics for the top and 
binding. Throw 60" x 80".
Kit #1006411  $99.99  $74.99

Solid backing, 3⅔ yards, 
#1006115  $29.99  $21.99

Backing, 5 yards, #1006412  
$59.99  $44.99

Backing included  
with kit

Tuscany Tote River Rapids Kit  
QK

Join function and beauty in this handy 
tote. Kit has directions and fabrics for the 
outside and lining. 16" x 12" x 4" deep.
Kit #1005871  $39.99  $29.99

Daisy Duvet Cover 
Kit
Lend a happy touch 
to a bedroom. Kit has 
directions and 108"-wide 
fabric for front and back. 
Full 86" x 86".
Kit #1001970   
$89.99  $64.99

Backing, 5½ yards, 
#1006449  $64.99  $49.99 Pinwheel Party Kit

Experience summertime joy in this 
pieced quilt. Kit has directions and fabrics for the top and 
binding. Twin 68" x 86".
Kit #1006448  $119.99  $89.99

Batik backing, 3½ yards, 
#1005891  $39.99  $29.99

Nine Patch Play Kit
A simple Nine Patch sparkles in batiks. Kit has piecing directions 
and fabrics for the top and binding. Throw 54" x 67".
Kit #1005890  $109.99  $79.99
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Backing, 5⅛ yards, 
#1002457  $64.99  $49.99

30th Anniversary Savings order today, quantities are limited!

Classy 
Circles Kit

They only look like circles; it’s all straight 
piecing using the Perfect Rectangle 
Ruler (#1002484 sold separately). Kit has 
directions and fabrics for top and binding. 
Throw 56" x 81" .
Kit #1002456  $109.99  $79.99

Backing, 5⅜ yards, 
#1002803  $64.99  $48.99

True Neutral Kit
Capture a plaid look with this pieced 
quilt. Kit has directions and fabrics for 
the top and binding. Twin 74" x 88".
Kit #1002802  $119.99  $89.99

Backing, 4½ yards, 
#1005879  $54.99  $39.99

Butterfly 
Garden Kit
Choose blue and 
white for a true 
classic. Kit has 
piecing directions, 
and fabrics for top 
and binding. Throw 
57" x 74".
Kit #1005878  
$99.99  $74.99

Tulip Garden Kit
You piece the tulip border. 
The center is a printed 
panel. Kit has directions and 
fabrics for top and binding. 
Throw 55" x 65".

Kit #1006143  $99.99  $74.99

Backing, 3½ yards, 
#1006144  $44.99  $34.99

Dolfun Kit
Kit for this 
Charley 
Harper design 
has raw-edge-
applique 
directions and 

fabrics for the top and binding. Throw/wall 
size 33" x 40".
Kit #1006123  $79.99  $59.99
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Batik backing, 1⅓ yards, 
#1006124  $14.99  $10.99

Gathering Honey 
Runner Kit
Picture this sweetie on your 
table. Kit has piecing and 
fusible-applique directions and 
fabrics for the top and binding. 
21" x 45".
Kit #1002171  $49.99  $36.99

Backing, 1½ yards,  
#1002172  $19.99  $14.99

Stonehenge Meets Jamestown Kit
Combine two classics—the Log Cabin and Sampler—
in this pieced quilt. Kit has directions and fabrics for 
the top and binding. Full 82" x 106".
Kit #1000100  $309.99  $199.99

Grow Up Tall Kit
Create this cute quilt from a mosaic 
of squares. Kit has piecing directions 
and fabrics for the top and binding. 
Throw/wall size 37" x 57".
Kit #1006472  $79.99  $59.99

Backing, 2½ yards, 
#1006473  $29.99  $21.99

Quilt Barns & Bridges 
Kit
Kit has piecing directions 
and fabrics, including printed 
panels, for top and binding of 
the 67" x 67" throw-size quilt.
Kit #1001092  $79.99  $59.99

Delight Kit
Turn hexagons 
into flowers. Kit 
has directions, 
gathered 
grosgrain ribbon, and fabrics for top and 
binding. Throw 56" x 66".
Kit #1002847  $99.99  $74.99

Backing, 3⅔ yards, 
#1002848  $49.99  $36.99
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Celebrating

NEW | Redwork Christmas PatternsPlus™
Decorate a tree with redwork embroidery inspired by 
photos of painted quilts shown in Suzi Parron’s barn- 
quilt books. Each PatternPlus includes directions plus 
preprinted redwork designs on cotton muslin, cotton 
floss, and embroidery needle. From the Posy Collection.
Quilt trail ornaments, 3" x 3", set of 12, #1007188  $26.00 
Quilt trail tree skirt, 18" diameter, #1007189  $26.00 
Angel ornaments, 4½" x 6½", set of two,  
#1007190  $18.00

NEW | Following the 
Barn Quilt Trail
Join author Suzi Parron as 
she, her husband and dog 
travel across the country 
in a converted bus to 
follow the barn-quilt trail, 
collecting stories behind 
the brightly painted 
squares on the sides of 
barns. Her book, filled with colorful barn-quilt 
photos, is a combination memoir and travelogue 
for quilt lovers. 8" x 10", 278 pages.
#1007191  $24.95

FREE  
SHIPPING  

on all orders of 
$100 or more!  

Standard Ground Shipping  
within the contiguous  

United States only.
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holiday  
frost

Copyright 2016 Keepsake Quilting, Inc. All rights reserved.

ON THE COVER:  
NEW | White Christmas Kit
Imagine how wonderful this appliqued, 
embroidered and pieced quilt will look in your 

holiday home. Kit has directions by Rhonda McCray of Farmhouse Threads, 
Thangles™ paper templates for half-square triangles, and fabrics for the top, 
back and binding, including wool for the applique. Wall size 25" x 33".
Kit #1007109  $74.99 
Pattern only #1007110  $10.00

Holiday Frost Kit
Charming preprinted blocks provide an easy start to this 
pieced quilt by Heidi Pridemore. Kit has directions and 
flannels for the top and binding from Jan Shade Beach for 
Henry Glass. Throw 50" x 70".
Kit #1006207  $69.99

Flannel backing, 3⅓ yards, 
#1006208  $44.99

Holiday Frost Flannel Medley™
Let the 7" squares on the 23" x 44" panel be the start of a cozy 
project. The six-piece flannel Medley, designed by Jan Shade 
Beach for Henry Glass, includes the panel with 15 squares, and 
fat quarters of five coordinates with 1½"-high trees.
Medley™ #1006209  $22.99 
Yardage #1006209 plus letter  $11.52 per yard 
Panel #1006210  $8.99

 Fabric Medley

YA B

C D

Glee Skating Reindeer Kit
See what the reindeer do the rest of the winter! 
Kit has fusible-applique directions by Tamara 
Carlson, fabrics for the top and binding, and 
embellishments, including floss, and 20 wooden 

skate buttons and a jingle bell. Embellishments 
may also be ordered separately. 16" x 72".
Kit #1006869  $99.99 
Pattern only #1006871  $11.00 
Embellishment pack #1006880  $24.00

Backing, 1⅛ yards,  
#1006870  $14.99

Peace Deer 
Kit  QK
In the end, the 
holiday is all 
about peace and 
love. Kit includes 
directions, panel from Springs, backing, and 
batting. 26" x 39".  
Kit #1006250  $29.99

Backing included  
with kit

Solid backing included  
with kit
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G. Stemless Wine Glass
Toast your quilting friendships. “Do what 
you love" and "Love what you do” is etched 
on the front and back of this 21 oz. wine 
glass by Quilt Happy™. Individually boxed.
#1006858  $12.99 per glass

D. Fabri™ Flair Radiant Star Kit  QK
For a great conversation piece, cover mat board with fabric, and 
hand stitch into a 10" twelve-sided star. Kit has directions, precut 
mat-board templates, and batik fabric. By Indygo Junction.
Kit #1006867  $34.99 Pattern only #1006868  $12.99

H. Charcoal Mitten Ornaments 
Kit  QK
Put treats inside these mittens, and hang 
them from mantle, tree or packages. Kit 
includes Rachel Pellman’s embroidery 
directions, wool-felt, cotton floss and gold 
string for six ornaments. 4" x 4½". 
#1006879  $17.99

A

B

H

C

D

NEW | F. 2017 Quilting Block & 
Pattern-A-Day Calendar
Find a year’s worth of quilting in this  
6¾" x 5¼" easel-backed calendar by 
Debby Kratovil, which has patterns for 
26 quilts and 286 quilt blocks including 
the 50 states, Sunbonnet Sue and Overall 
Sam, and ABC blocks.
#1006507  $16.99

NEW | B. Wool Eggs PatternPlus™
Show off your handwork with these fun-to-stitch appliqued and 
embroidered wool eggs. PatternPlus for a set of five 4½" eggs 
has directions by Susan Wojciechowski of Ewe-niversity, plus 
wool from Marcus Fabrics. You supply the floss and filling.
PatternPlus™ #1007205  $44.99 Pattern only #1007206  $14.00

A. Woven Ornament Kits  QK 
CUSTOMER FAVORITE!
Fuse fabric to poster board, and cut strips for these ornaments. 
Each kit has Penny Marble’s directions, poster board, fusible, 
fabrics and embellishments (if needed) for six ornaments. 
Snowflake kit, 5½" wide, #7582  $19.99 
Holiday Star kit, 5½" wide, #1006558  $19.99  
Jingle Tree kit, 3" high, #7995  $19.99 
NEW | Angel Girl kit, 3½" high, #1007111  $19.99

E. Dear Santa Advent Calendar 
Kit  QK
Cut pockets from one of the two panels, 
and stitch them to the other panel for this 
21" x 30" quilt. Kit has directions, preprinted 
panels by Sarah Frederking for Studio E, 
backing and binding fabric, and batting. 
Kit #1006213  $29.99

Backing included  
with kit

C. Sleigh Kit  QK
Fill your fabric sleigh with candy or Christmas cards. Kit has 
directions by Carol McLeod of Aunties Two and fabrics for one 
sleigh. 7" x 5" x 5½" high. Requires ¾ yard of double-sided fusible 
interfacing (not included).
Kit #1006544  $19.99 Pattern only #1006545  $9.00 
1 yard interfacing, 36" x 20", #1006732  $12.99

gift giving
Special somethings for all your quilt-loving friends!

1-800-865-9458  |  www.KeepsakeQuilting.com | 5
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A. Muted Purple Stylized Floral.   
#1007192A  $11.60 per yard  $5.92
B. Gold & Black Stylized Floral.   
#1007192B  $11.60 per yard  $5.92
C. White Mini Leaf on Black.   
#1007192C  $11.60 per yard  $7.28
D. Muted Purple Dotted Vine.   
#1007192D  $11.60 per yard  $7.28
E. Petals and Flowers on Black.   
#1007192E  $11.60 per yard  $7.28
F. Allover Gold Bud Vine.   
#1007192F  $11.60 per yard  $7.28
G. Purple Geometric & Floral.   
#1007192G  $11.60 per yard  $7.28
H. Purple Coral.   
#1007192H  $11.60 per yard  $7.28
J. Green Medallion Wallpaper.   
#1007192J  $11.60 per yard  $7.28
K. Gold Blooms on Black.   
#1007192K  $11.60 per yard  $7.28
L. Garden Blossoms.   
#1007192L  $11.60 per yard  $7.28
M. Snowflakes on Blue.   
#1007192M  $11.60 per yard  $5.92
N. White-on-White Swirls.   
#1007192N  $11.60 per yard  $5.92
P. Medium Green Shadow Play.   
#1007192P  $10.72 per yard  $7.28
Q. Dark Brown Houndstooth Flannel.   
#1007192Q  $12.72 per yard  $5.92
R. Medium Blue Herringbone Flannel.   
#1007192R  $12.72 per yard  $7.92
S. Stitched Brown Herringbone Flannel.   
#1007192S  $12.72 per yard  $7.92
T. Light Blue Chambray.   
#1007192T  $10.88 per yard  $6.96
U. Black Itsy Bits Basic.   
#1007192U  $10.88 per yard  $7.92
V. Charcoal Pin Dot.   
#1007192V  $11.60 per yard  $7.28
W. Clay Textured Solid.   
#1007192W  $10.88 per yard  $7.28
X. Starlet Orange.   
#1007192X  $11.60 per yard  $7.28
Y. Cream Solid.   
#1007192Y  $9.28 per yard  $7.28
Z. Silver Dots on White.   
#1007192Z  $11.60 per yard  $7.28
AA. Green Watercolor Bali.   
#1007192AA  $11.60 per yard  $7.28
AB. Cream Batik Blender.   
#1007192AB  $9.92 per yard  $6.96
AC. Brick Tiny Red Houndstooth.   
#1007192AC  $12.72 per yard  $7.28

AD. White Dots on Aqua.   
#1007192AD  $12.24 per yard  $5.92
AE. Blue Butterflies.   
#1007192AE  $11.60 per yard  $7.28
AF. Purple Butterfly Wings.   
#1007192AF  $11.60 per yard  $7.28
AG. Light Green Butterfly Wings.   
#1007192AG  $11.60 per yard  $7.28
AH. Cream Tonal Vine.   
#1007192AH  $11.60 per yard  $6.96
AJ. Black Dots on Tan Flannel.   
#1007192AJ $12.72 per yard  $7.28
AK. Red Floral Vine on Cream.   
#1007192AK  $11.60 per yard  $7.28
AL. Holly Boughs on Blue.   
#1007192AL  $11.20 per yard  $7.28
AM. Cream Dots on Glacier Blue Batik.   
#1007192AM  $12.24 per yard  $7.92
AN. Bone & White Bubble Blender.   
#1007192AN  $12.24 per yard  $7.92
AP. Flower Power.   
#1007192AP  $11.60 per yard  $7.28
AQ. Cream Tonal Petals.   
#1007192AQ  $11.60 per yard  $7.92
AR. Cream Textured Mums.   
#1007192AR  $11.60 per yard  $7.92
AS. White Pin Dot on Pink.   
#1007192AS  $11.20 per yard  $7.28
AT. Green Packed Trees.   
#1007192AT  $11.60 per yard  $7.28
AU. Dark Green Butterfly Wings.   
#1007192AU  $11.60 per yard  $7.28
AV. Dotted Flowers on Gray Batik.   
#1007192AV  $12.40 per yard  $7.28
AW. Tarragon Green Solid.   
#1007192AW  $7.92 per yard  $5.20
AX. Cream Shadow Play.   
#1007192AX  $10.72 per yard  $7.92
AY. Gold-Etched Tree & Reindeer.   
#1007192AY  $10.56 per yard  $7.92
AZ. Pale Purple Leaf Outline Batik.   
#1007192AZ  $12.40 per yard  $7.92
BA. Light Blue Fence Rail.   
#1007192BA  $11.60 per yard  $7.92
BB. Solid Berry Blue.   
#1007192BB  $9.92 per yard  $5.92
BC. Tan Rose Hips.   
#1007192BC  $11.20 per yard  $7.28
BD. Mums on Teal.   
#1007192BD $11.60 per yard  $7.28
BE. Ivory Solid.   
#1007192BE  $9.92 per yard  $5.92

clearance fabric Don’t delay,  
these deals  

sell out fast!

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

J

K

L X

M Y AK

AJ

AV

N Z AL AW

P AA AM AX

Q AB AN AY

R AC AP AZ

S AD AQ BA

T AE AR BB

U AF AS BC

V AG AT BD

W AH AU BE

Find even more sale fabrics at  
www.KeepsakeQuilting.com/Clearance
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QUILTING SUPPLY ORDER

PLEASE RUSH!
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Find your KQiQ!
Free gifts and special treatment await you as a member of this exclusive club. 

Find out more on page 33, or visit www.KeepsakeQuilting.com. 

Ordering Information

Member of:

Send a Catalog to a Friend
If you have a quilting friend who would enjoy the  
Keepsake Quilting Catalog, print the name and address 
below. We’ll send the current edition at no charge.

Name ______________________________________

Street ______________________________________

City ____________  State ________  Zip __________

Toll Free Phone Ordering: Call us at 800-865-9458 
Monday–Saturday from 8:30 am to 9 pm (Eastern time), 
and we’ll take your order personally. Outside the U.S.,  
call 603-253-8731. You can fax orders to 1-800-340-1757.

Online Ordering: You can order online any time at  
www.keepsakequilting.com/quickorder.

Toll Free Customer Service: We’re here Monday  
through Saturday from 8:30 am to 6 pm (Eastern 
time). If you need information or have a question 
about your order, contact us at 800-525-8086 or 
customerservice@keepsakequilting.com.

Credit Cards: We welcome MasterCard, Visa, American 
Express and Discover. Credit cards are not charged until 
your order has been sent.

Delivery Information: Most orders are shipped within 
48 hours. Allow 7–10 business days for standard shipping 
time. On occasion, items ordered at the same time are 
shipped separately.

Shipping Charges: We keep our shipping charges as low 
as possible. Delivery is guaranteed. If your order gets to 
you in poor condition, or not at all, it’s not your problem, 
it’s ours, and we’ll take care of it! 

     UPS Expedited Delivery (business days):  
UPS 2nd Day Air®: Add $12 to standard shipping.  
2-day delivery. 
UPS Ground: Add $6 to standard shipping.  
3–5 day delivery. 

Please note that expedited delivery is for in-stock 
items only. Your order must be placed by 1 pm (Eastern 
time) Monday through Friday and shipped within the 
contiguous 48 states. Expedited delivery is not available 
for all items, or for delivery to postal boxes or general 
delivery addresses. Call Customer Service for availability.

No-Quibble Guarantee: If you are not happy with any 
item, for any reason, at any time, please return it to us for 
a refund or exchange. No quibbling, no delay, no problem.

Keepsake Quilting has only one goal— your  
 satisfaction! We want to do everything 

we can to make sure that you’re perfectly 
delighted with every product you purchase, 
every person you speak with and every 
experience you have with us. If you are not 
happy with any item, for any reason, at 
any time, please return it to us for a refund 

or exchange. No quibbling, no delay, no 
problem. We believe that ordering fabric and 
quilting supplies should be just as much fun 
as quilting. If we ever fall short of our goal, 
please tell us. We value your friendship and 
trust above all.

The Keepsake No-Quibble Guarantee

Let us do the 
quilting for you!

Trust Keepsake Quilting to 
do your machine quilting 

with professional accuracy using Quilt Path™, a computerized 
quilting system made specifically for APQS quilting machines.

• 200 designs available for overall patterns, blocks and borders
• First-quality threads and batting
• Turn-around time of two weeks or less (not including transit)
• Pricing per square inch

For details, visit Quilt Finishing Program at our website, 
KeepsakeQuilting.com.


